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Bachlóga uimhir a dó
I am delighted to introduce our second issue of Bachlóga. Many thanks
to all who offered feedback so far on this initiative, which certainly
encourages us to forge ahead.
Margaret has been busily building up several ‘circles of conversation’ in
her ongoing quest for signs of Nano’s abiding spirit among us in our local
and global settings: Sisters, Friends, Associates and colleagues past and
present. She has been closely involved in our developing ‘Way of Life’
office and groups, and presents a special supplement with this issue,
reflecting their first annual gathering.

Foreword

Several good news stories have surfaced during the preparation of
Bachlóga uimhir a dó. The celebration in George’s Hill of the 250th anniversary of the
founding of the school – claiming to be Ireland’s oldest – was a delightful event.
Clann Credo (20 years on) is an innovation (making powerful local impact) of which
we may be justifiably proud. Recognition of the excellence of the Presentation
Choir Kilkenny, the life-changing potential of second chance education at Warrenmount Centre for Community Education and a wonderful pictorial record of special
birthdays in Shalom complete the ‘Living Locally’ section.
As Presentation women we honour life’s journey as a process of continually
‘uncovering’ (as Pope Francis describes it) and sharing the mystery of love. From
our origins as experienced, for example, at the impressive visitor centre at Mount
St. Anne’s, to the journeys of discovery which we undertake on ‘Sabbath’ day at
home or abroad, to missionary endeavours, most recently in Cambodia, our way of
life is indeed a journey into the heart of life.
Our conviction is that Nano’s charism is alive and well, and resonates deeply with
the desires of many for meaningful ways of living life to the full. This is reflected in
our commitment to leadership training for new groups of Friends and Associates.
The selection of iScoil as one of four projects for a landmark Social Innovation
Award has, understandably, generated huge energy at the Acorn Centre. It reached
the Digital Communications desk in the nick of time!
Margaret wisely taps resources to hand and offers them as Soul Food, and then
reiterates her invitation to one and all to share their ‘Nano’ stories, so that the new
shoots may be noticed, celebrated and nourished in the pages of future issues.
Finally, details of an event which will mark the ter-centenary of Nano’s birth,
including the launch of widely-sourced reflections on Nano’s charism, are included.
It is our hope that you will enjoy and take encouragement from your reading, during
your Christmas leisure time, of this Volume 1, Issue 2 of Bachlóga.
On behalf of PLT,
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George’s Hill celebrates 250 years

Living Locally

President Michael
D. Higgins with
pupils from the
PPS George’s Hill

Presentation Primary School, George’s Hill is situated
right in the middle of Dublin City beside the
Corporation’s fruit and vegetable markets. Founded by
Teresa Mulally in 1766 in defiance of the Penal Laws of
the time, and supported by the Presentation Sisters
who have been trustees of the school ever since. The
pupils, staff and families (past and present) connected
with the school down the years came together to
celebrate 250 years of education in this location. On
Wednesday 23rd November they were joined by
President Michael D. Higgins to mark this special occasion. In his speech the President praised the courage
and vision of the school’s founders and reflected on the skills and vision needed for today’s generations as they face local and global challenges. Archbishop Diarmaid Martin
unveiled a plaque to mark this extraordinary occasion. The pupils put on a marvellous
display, with music and singing and a short play by 5th and 6th Classes re-enacting the
story of Teresa Mulally and the setting up of her school. (See link to copy of President’s
address here: President at PPS George's Hill - 250th Anniversary ).

Teresa Mulally & location
map of school.

Photo of George’s Hill
(1862)

Teresa Mulally was born in 1728, in Pill Lane in Dublin city. At the age of 20 she moved
to Chester in England, to live with an elderly relative. By 1762, both of her parents had
died. Teresa was a woman who was concerned for the poor in Dublin as Nano was in
Cork, Letters indicate Nano may have met Teresa & assisted her in setting up her school.
In 1766 Teresa contacted Father Mulcaile of St. Michan's, Mary's Lane (the oldest Parish in
Dublin) and told him of her plan to open a school of her there. She chose an old threestorey house in Mary's Lane, beside the Chapel. Appeals were made for donations to
purchase the building and to furnish it. May 1766 saw the school open and in no time at all
the there were nearly 100 girls attending. Not only were they taught the Three R's, but
they were clothed and fed as well. Later Teresa opened a boarding school for girls, in
George's Hill. Two Presentation Sisters came from Cork, sent by Nano Nagle, to assist
Teresa in her work. In this way the Presentation sisters came to George's Hill, Dublin, in
1794.
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Clann Credo: 20 years of Community financing
“Twenty years ago a radical new concept began to percolate
through Ireland’s community and voluntary sector, one that
challenged the conventional way of thinking ever since. Like all
great ideas it was deceptively simple, and worked by pressing
finance into service as an agent of social justice and social
transformation”. So began an article by Paul O’Sullivan in the Irish Times.
Sr. Magdalen Fogarty and the Presentation Order were the first to grasp the
potential of social finance in Ireland. With their support, Clann Credo—
community loan finance—was established in 1996, and since then other
religious congregations have joined Clann Credo as social investors. Clann
Credo is now the leading provider of social finance in Ireland.
In September 2016 Clann Credo held its 20th Anniversary conference entitled ’Common Cents’. This conference
at which the President of Ireland delivered the keynote address, both celebrated the practical achievements and
developments within the organisation and externally as well as recognizing the story of its founder Sr. Magdalen
Fogarty who received a presentation from the President on the day (see photo
below).
Over the past two decades Clann Credo has invested more than €82 million in
some 800 initiatives, covering all aspects of community life all over the country.
In addition, it has enhanced the lives of thousands of people and communities
across Ireland through projects that deliver key services e.g. childcare and elder
care, or that fill obvious gaps in social infrastructure, such as community halls,
sports centres and other centres that play a major part in local life. A key focus
of Clann Credo’s work is supporting and nurturing community and voluntary
activity. It recognizes that in every one of these often marginalized communities there are local heroes whose only goal is to improve the lives of those
around them.
Above: The CEO, Mr. Paul O’Sullivan and Board
Chairperson of Clann Credo, Mr. Colin McCrea, with
Sr. Magdalen Fogarty, receiving a presentation from
the President and his wife Sabina Higgins.

L to R: Sisters Eileen Glendon, Pius Murphy, Ann
Marie Quinn, Rose Gargan, Regina Byrne with Sr.
Magdalen Fogarty (front right).

L-R: Sisters Sheila Fox, Concepta O’Brien, Frances Murphy, Margarita Ryan,
Julie Watson and Ann Marie Quinn in attendance at the Clann Credo 20th
Anniversary Conference.
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Presentation Choir Kilkenny

The photo shows the Presentation Kilkenny Choir with (L-R in Centre) Mr. Matt Doran
(Chairman of Kilkenny CC, Ms. Veronica McCarron (Choir Director) and the Mayor of Kilkenny Mr.
Pat O’Neill.

Under the guidance of Choral Director Veronica McCarron, the Choir of the Presentation
Secondary School, Kilkenny, has achieved enormous success and have delighted audiences
both nationally and internationally. They have sung for the President of Ireland at Áras an
Uachtaráin, and have been invited to perform in Carnegie Hall by acclaimed composer Karl
Jenkins. Recently they were given a civic reception by Kilkenny County Council in St
Canice’s Cathedral. Speeches were given by the Mayor of Kilkenny Mr Pat O’ Neill and the
chairman of Kilkenny County Council, Mr Matt Doran. They praised the contribution the
girls and their director Ms Veronica McCarron made to the arts and culture of Kilkenny.
The event was attended by parents, teachers past and present and by Sr. Margarita Ryan
(Provincial, NE Province) and the Sisters from the community in Kilkenny. (See website link
for the full list of their achievements Presentation Choir Kilkenny).
Lillie O’Reilly

From small seeds….
In a recent Irish Times Health Supplement article, Sharon Conlon spoke of the importance of
mentors and this is what she said: “It was 2009 and there were no jobs. Rejection chips away at
your self-esteem. I knew I had to act, so I called in to Sr. Pauline Galey at the Warrenmount
Community Education Centre in north Dublin”. “What did I want to do”? They spoke for a while and
with Pauline’s encouragement, Sharon recognised that she had always been interested in
working with children. As a result she enrolled on three Fetac (now QQI) Level Five child care
modules. Then she kept going and soon realised that, yes, she could actually do this and that
she could go even further. She decided to take more modules so that she could achieve a full
Level Five and then a Level Six qualification in childcare. Finally, Sharon went on to attend he
Liberties College of Further Education eventually joining the Degree Programme at DIT (See full
article here: Irish Times Health Supplement Article).
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‘Special Birthday Celebrations in ‘Shalom’

L—R: Sisters Francesca, Breda,
Immaculata, Bernie (her sister) & Clare.

Sr. Thérèse O’Malley with her niece
Mary Terese & her husband Dominic.
Sr. Columba

June this year was a special celebratory month
for the Shalom Community in Kilcock.
Sr. Thérèse O’Malley, a native of Westport,
Co. Mayo celebrated her ninety-ninth birthday.
Sr. Thérèse entered the Presentation Convent in
Fair Street, Drogheda at the age of eighteen.
With a long life of ministry in the education of
girls at every level, from infants to Leaving
Certificate, Sr. Thérèse is fondly remembered by
many pupils, some of whom regularly visit her.
Later in the month Sr. Columba O’Flaherty
celebrated her special day (ninety-nine years
young). Sr. Columba, a Galway girl from Gort,
entered the Presentation Convent in Bailieboro’,
Co. Cavan at a young age. Subsequently, she set
sail for India with a few companions. A journey
that took five weeks! As a Presentation Sister
her ministry was also in education, and she
established schools to meet the educational
needs of young and old.
The third significant birthday was that of
Sr. Immaculata Ryan who also celebrated her
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ninetieth birthday. Sr. Immaculata, a native of
Durrow, Co. Laois entered the Presentation
Convent in Maynooth and spent almost all of her
religious life there. She spent some time also in
Lucan and Mountmellick before coming to
Kilcock. Sr. Immaculata’s main ministry was to
the sick in the community, where she generously
exercised her special gifts of care and
commitment.
Each celebration was particular and special for
each Sister and their community, beginning with
the celebration of Mass and followed by a special
meal and an evening get together shared with
Sisters, families and friends. Time to chat,
reminisce, sing and recite, accompanied by music
and dancing.
Sincere congratulations and thanks to all three
Sisters for their generous contributions to
Presentation Life, all down the years.
Buíochas go deo le Dia.
-oOo-
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Expanding our horizons...
As the North East Province was born on 1st January 2015, I found myself in the happy
position (after almost twelve years on the Provincial Leadership Team) of beginning a
Sabbatical Year. By mid-February I was winging my way to India for ten weeks, to
experience at first-hand something of the immense diversity, richness and challenges of
world religions trying to co-exist in harmony.
In May, time in Glendalough further added to my understanding of diverse religions
through reading Brother Wayne Teasdale’s book, “The Mystic Heart.”
In June, a workshop with Ursula King in Ballygriffin on Teilhard de Chardin explored
much of the same reality through a different lens.
I spent late August to December in Berkeley, California where I had an opportunity to
delve deeper into the same mystery through presentations on Interfaith Spirituality and
dialogue.
So what was specifically life-giving? What could be a source of hope for us, a situation
or process to which Presentation Sisters might commit some of their lives and energy?

‘Burning Bush’

A Way
of Life

The first photo I
call “Burning Bush,”
an unexpected experience of tree
transformation that
catapulted me out
of my routine thinking into a deeper
space.
A 4.30 am boat trip
on Thanksgiving Day to Alcatraz Island
(formerly a prison) was
another such
experience.
From being a symbol of incarceration, fruitless escape attempts, isolation and
punishment for many years, it became on
Thanksgiving Day, an assembly of Americas’
indigenous peoples, members of the “Black
Lives Matter” movement, ordinary
Americans and many visitors gathering to
celebrate “Sunrise”, the dawn
of a new day on Alcatraz,
(echoes of the Celtic “I arise
today ..” ) and to pray blessings
for much that has been
transformed through diverse
peoples working together.
As hundreds of people turned
to greet the sunrise one felt
that nothing is beyond our

reach when we collaborate for a better quality of life for all.
My second photo speaks of
“Leadership and Inclusivity” towards
creating a new world. It shows a small
number of the seventy people who are
members of “The Elijah (Institute)
Board of World Religious Leaders” in
Jerusalem, whose mission is to create
understanding and harmony between
the World’s Religions, through sharing
prayer, interfaith dialogue, education,
research, public conferences and
community-based initiatives.
In a word, it aims to bring hope to
Jerusalem and beyond. It includes
prominent figures from Judaism, Islam,
Christianity, Buddhism, Hinduism,
Sikhism and Jainism, as well as the
Dalai Lama, Greek Orthodox Patriarch

‘Leadership and Inclusivity’

...refreshment for the journey…..
Bartholomew and Chief Rabbi Jonathan Sacks.
(Maybe you saw Gay Byrne interview him recently
on RTE) entitled “That They May Be One”.
Mass celebrated in Holy Redeemer Church in the
Castro area of San Francisco was both inclusive and
moving. This church shares compassionate love on
a weekly basis, with members of all God’s people, to
quote its Mission Statement, with “..senior citizens
and youth, single people and families, those who are
straight, gay, lesbian and transgendered, the healthy
and the sick, particularly persons with HIV Aids
disease.” It was a deeply prayerful experience where
Jesus, I suggest, would have been at home. Perhaps
this is challenging for us, His women disciples!
My third photo I call
“Mystery”, cloud formation
in a dark overcast sky but
with a mysterious space in
the centre, giving a sense of
mystery, an invitation to
explore deeper within.
It may evoke memories for
you; it reminds me of the
unforgettable experience of
attending “The Parliament
of World Religions” in Salt
Lake City in October 2015
– the first Parliament took
place in 1893.
‘Mystery’
This photo links with the
Parliament’s theme, “Reclaiming the Heart of Humanity.” Almost ten thousand people gathered over
five days, representing all religions and none, to
consider how together they might address our
World’s/Cosmos’ most critical problems.
Can we explore the mysterious space at the centre
of our lives and our religions to discover creative
ways of moving forward towards global harmony,
through the growth and development of what is
called the “unitive consciousness movement” or, as
‘we Presentations’ put it, “finding God in the
interconnectedness of all of life”? Our window of
opportunity is decreasing and we do have an
obligation to future generations.

My last photo –
“Nameless” - is a
reminder of Christ’s
presence within, among
and beyond us always.
“The light shines in the
darkness and the
darkness will not overcome it.” Christ assures
us that He is with us
always, but we must
become the transparent
glass, the cracked pot,
the prism or whatever it
takes to let the Christ‘Nameless’
light through.
My Sabbatical time was a precious time of rest and
relaxation, of companionship and laughter, of seeing
three thousand year old giant sequoias beginning to wilt
because of a four year drought in California, contrasted
with the most modern earthquake-proof buildings in
San Francisco city.
I remember the immensely colourful millions of Indians
(the population has long since passed the billion mark),
who seem to retain an inner peace and harmony despite
life’s traumas.
My sabbatical was a time of renewal and hopefully some
transformation; a time for which I will be eternally
grateful. The challenge to integrate some of the learning
was grounded on the 20th September 2016 when representatives of nine major religions gathered with an InterFaith group in Portlaoise to pray together for world
peace.
We will continue to build
on this early in 2017 moving towards the edges
to find God in the interconnectedness of it all.
The learning during this year
will also be invaluable in
other areas of spirituality.
Trinita Laffan
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From India to Cambodia
Cambodia, formerly the Khmer Empire,
is located at the southern region of the
Indochina Peninsula in Southeast Asia. It is
currently the 69th most populous country
in the world with an estimated 2015
population of 15.67 million people. Over
95% of the population practices Theravada
Buddhism, the official religion, with an
estimated 4,400 monastery temples in the
country. Islam is the main religion of the
majority of Malay and Chams minorities.
Most Muslims are Sunnis. About 1% of the
population are identified as Christian.

L to R: Sisters Anne Lyons and Margarita Ryan (Provincial NE),
Sisters Rose Savarimuthu (Provincial South India) and Preethi
Checko, and Sisters Lizzy Matthews & Miriam Attel (Provincial
North India).

‘If I could be of
any service in
saving souls in
any part of the
globe, I would
willingly do all in
my power’.
Blessing given by their
three Provincials as
Anne, Preethi and Lizzy
follow in the footsteps
of Nano living out her
mission in a very real
sense.

In April 2017 Sr. Mary Deane requested that Sr. Margarita Ryan (Provincial NE) and one
other member of the Provincial Leadership Team would be present in Chennai, India, for
the orientation and formal missioning of Sisters Preethi Checko, Anne Lyons and Lizzy
Matthews to the Congregation’s new outreach in Cambodia. Sr. Concepta O’Brien from
the PLT travelled to Chennai with Sr. Margarita in late September, returning in midOctober after spending some time with the community there.
The missioning ceremony was full of rich symbolism from both the Christian and Buddhist traditions demonstrating the rich cultural tradition from which the Sisters came and
of the land to which they will travel. The three Provincial Leaders (Srs. Margarita Ryan
(NE), Rose Savarimuthu (South India) and Miriam Attel (North India) gave their blessing
to Preethi, Anne and Lizzy sending them
forward to continue in the footsteps of
Nano Nagle with the words: “If I could
be of any serviced in saving souls in any
part of the globe, I would willingly do all
in my power”.
The intercultural and partnership
approach that has made this initiative
possible in Cambodia make a really
profound statement for today’s world
and points us to ways to be in mission in
L—R: Srs. Anne Lyons, Margarita Ryan & Concepta
all our situations.
O’Brien
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Heart Aflame

Very often what appears to be structurally historic
and old of itself and of another time can become
transformed into something relevant and vibrant that
speaks to this century and beyond. This is an
appropriate metaphor for the transformation of a
building that transports and communicates the
charism of Nano Nagle to anyone who crosses the
threshold and takes time to connect and explore. I
am of course speaking about ‘Heart Aflame’ the
Visitor’s Centre created, supported and developed
by Presentation NE Province through the creative
vision and capacity of a team of Sisters and designers
in collaboration with the chosen architect.
So let me tell you how it happened. The story began
in a stable, and that is no coincidence! It is a special
story because as with everything that comes from
Presentation Life there is a large element of
discernment, prayer and confirmation running in
parallel with a practicality and vision for the task in
hand. I met Sr. Elizabeth Maxwell in the Centre at
Mt. St. Anne’s Retreat & Conference Centre a short
time ago and we chatted as I walked around, and
then sat looking out towards the ‘great house’ of
which this building had been the stables.
From the outset, Elizabeth was very keen to point
out that this Centre is ‘not a museum’, it is rather a
‘living story’. Elizabeth spoke about her own calling
to the life of a Presentation Sister as ‘a following of
something deep inside’. This Centre one could say,

came to fruition from that same green shoot.
My immediate experience as soon as I wound my
way around to the stables area and knocked on the
door, was one of being immediately drawn into this
hospitable and light-filled space by the welcome of
Elizabeth, and the colour, shape and vibrancy of life
projected by this visual, comfortable exploratory
space where you are invited to encounter
Presentation Life.
All the familiar symbols
connected to Nano’s life and ministry are there as
signposts. The facet-shaped form of Nano’s lantern
deconstructed, is the frame used for sign-posting
the visitor along the journey, lit in colours that
inspire. You move from green shoot, to acorn, to
oak tree and then to lush forest with each sign
connected to a photographic and audio history
accompanied by writing and descriptions that
immediately personalise the experience, as you
follow in the footsteps of women who themselves
have followed in the footsteps of their foundress
Nano Nagle. In Elizabeth’s own words: “This
experience is part of Church history, social history
and women's history”. It represents the reality of
‘where following something from deep inside’ can
lead.
So how did this Centre come about? The main
house at Mt St Anne’s (circa 1820) was undergoing
a major renovation project to convert it from a
Novitiate House to a suitable gathering place for
BACHLÓGA
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Heart Aflame (ctd)
the Sisters as well as a
Retreat & Conference
Centre.
This initial
project was itself a
huge leap of faith. Elizabeth described beautifully how the job was
put out to tender and
how the team of five
persons appointed to
make the final recommendation arrived at
their final decision.
Feasibility studies were
undertaken and when
all the required background material was brought
together the team agreed that they would take a
month to discern and pray about this without
speaking to each other. When they came back
together the decision was a unanimous one.
Elizabeth remarked that because of this, throughout the challenges and work involved in the
project roll-out there was that sense of trust—of
being guided along the way.
Meanwhile the stable stood roofless in the yards
behind the ‘great house’ and a decision was make
to at least put a roof on the structure to keep the
elements out. In September 2013 the renovated
‘Mt. St. Anne’s’ was officially blessed and opened
by Bishop Dennis Nulty. and advice was then
sought on what best to do with the stable block. It
was decided to develop its potential to become a
Visitor’s Centre communicating the life of Nano
Nagle. As Elizabeth said: “There was a rightness
about it. About both the nature of its usage and
that fact that it had started out as a stable”.
Work began with a professional design team of
four women led by Ann Scroope internationally
known for her work on Kilmainham Jail (Dublin).
Multiple meetings, conversations, detailed material
gathering (thanks to the skill of Sr. Evelyn Byrne),
design and content decisions, and sign-offs enabled
the practical translation of this material into an
attractive design concept that would speak
appropriately of Presentation Life ensuring that
every encounter by the visitor would be an
encounter with the real Nano, now and in the
future. The desire was to provide an authentic

portrayal of the lived experience of the
Sisters.
Fast forward then to 2016 as the project
accelerated to a conclusion opening at last
in August 2016. The first thing you meet
on entry are of all the early missionary
activity by Presentation Sisters going to
the ’New World’ e.g. from Galway in 1833
to Newfoundland; from Rahan in 1842 to
Madras and from Kildare to Australia to a
place called Wagga Wagga (‘the place of
the crows’ in aboriginal language). It is
worth hearing Elizabeth describe this
exodus of ‘women’ crossing the oceans
offering formation in Faith, the acquisition
of skills and dignity of life.
Mine was a quick visit, a rapid encounter.
But this is a place for multiple visits and
conversations spoken and unspoken,
between the soul, the heart and the head.
One thing is guaranteed, you will return
again and again.

“There was a
rightness
about it.
About both
the nature of
its usage and
that fact that
it had started
out as a
stable”.

Forming part of this exhibition space is an
intricate and beautiful mural of Nano
Nagle that stretches across one wall and
looks you directly in the eyes, not in a
threatening way but with an open gaze.
The mural is almost human. Then as you
go closer you see that the texture is made
up of a composite of thousands of photos
of individual lives, old and young, past and
present. These are the ’pixels’ of Nano’s
face, the pores of
her
skin,
the
expression of her
face.
How appropriate is
that? It makes the
whole
encounter
accessible & human
and
profoundly
spiritual. Go and
see for yourself and
tell others about it. Sr. Elizabeth Maxwell at the entrance
Thank you Elizabeth to the Centre.
for sharing your
experience.
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‘Way of Life’ Gathering October 2016
The Way of Life Gathering was held in Mt. St. Anne’s
on 7th & 8th October 2016. See the special supplement to this month’s Bachlóga for more information.
Below are some photos and impressions shared by
those present.

‘Roots
Rhizomes
&
Reality’

Way of Life Gathering 2016

“Discovery of where the face of God
shines through us—thank you”.

“I loved meeting other people,
this was essential. Those
conversations were the real heart
of what I learned and the possibilities that may bear fruit”.

“The reminder that action must be
under-pinned by contemplation, if
it is to be fruitful”.

“The Spirit working in each
Group and the experience of
inter-connectedness, all on the
one wavelength”.
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Friends of Nano & Associates
You may have heard that this coming year with the agreement and
support of the Provincial Leadership Team we are making an
investment in training leaders. We have invited Margaret Benefiel of
the Shalem Institute to lead this training. It will take place January 20th22nd January, 2017 at the Dominican Retreat Centre in Tallaght.
We have worked with the Friends of Nano and Associate groups
around the country to identify how this investment would enable the
Associate movement to diversify and expand in their local area. In each
area where support has been needed, local Sister’s communities have
helped to sponsor people to attend. Such unequivocal support has
helped this initiative launch with a great deal of enthusiasm, joy and
goodwill.
If you would like to know who is attending from your area – just write
to me: Miriam@presprone.com or contact your local Associate
Leader.

Think Tech Social Innovation Award for iScoil

L-R: iScoil : Brian Fitzsimons
(Programme Manager) , Ann
Fitzpatrick (Administrator),
Marianne Checkley (CEO),
Sr. Ann Marie Quinn
(Company Director) &

Stephen Leonard
(Learning Technologist)

THINKTECH was launched by Minister for
Housing, Planning, Community and Local
Government , Simon Coveney, TD.
The initiative is a collaboration between Social
Innovation Fund Ireland and Google.org, the
philanthropic arm of Google which invests in
teams with bold ideas that create lasting global
impact.
This Award recognises originality,
innovation and drive amongst Ireland’s diverse
social enterprise and community/voluntary
sectors.
It awards innovations which can
improve life outcomes and that have a widespread impact on critical social problems such
as unemployment, poverty and health. iScoil
were one of four project winners which use technology to tackle chronic social issues.
At the presentation in Google’s
European Headquarters in Dublin 4, on December 7th, they
received their Award from Minister Simon Coveney TD in
recognition of their student
centred, self paced, supportive
learning model.
On receiving the award,
Marianne Checkley, CEO of
iScoil acknowledged the
contribution of the Presentation
Sisters in the creation of iScoil.
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Global Oneness Day
A Sleep of Prisoners
The human heart can go to the lengths of God….
Dark and cold we may be, but this
Is no winter now. The frozen misery
Of centuries breaks, cracks, begins to move;
The thunder is the thunder of the floes,
The thaw, the flood, the upstart Spring.

“We were
reminded that
we are all kin,
brothers and
sisters linked
together in a
sacred web of
life”.

Thank God our time is now, when wrong
Comes up, to face us everywhere,
Never to leave us till we take
The longest stride of soul men ever took.
Affairs are now soul size.
The enterprise is exploration into God.
What are you making for? It takes
So many thousand years to wake…..
But will you wake for pity’s sake?

Soul Food

Christopher Fry

I used this poem to focus our time of silence for Global Oneness Day (24th October
2016) in my place of ministry as Chaplain in Arbour Hill prison. Arbour Hill is a
medium security prison which dates back almost three hundred years to when it was
a military prison in the early eighteenth century. Today this historic building is home
to 140 men who are serving time for various offences. It is no coincidence then that
our reflection was taking place here.
As we gathered in our little chapel, darkness was falling and the evening silence
wrapped itself around our hearts. Invited to wake by the words of our poem, we
recalled the broken and hurting parts of our planet, our suffering people, animals,
plants and the environment. We were reminded that we are all kin, brothers and
sisters linked together in a sacred web of life. We gathered as a people conscious of
our brokenness and of the part we played in causing pain and brokenness to others.
More importantly, we gathered to send forth healing energy and love. Circles of
prayer radiated beyond our ancient walls, reaching the hearts of all who gathered in
this global consciousness. We sent our gratitude to the community in the Garden of
Oneness in Zambia for inviting us to join together in this global solidarity.
Mary Hanrahan
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Sports at the service of humanity
The first global conference on Faith and Sports took place from 5th—7th October
2016 entitled: “Sports at the service of humanity” promoted by the Pontifical Council for
Culture. Pope Francis presided the opening ceremony in the presence of important
guests, from UN Secretary General, Ban Ki-moon, to the President of the International
Olympics Committee, Thomas Bach, and leaders of other churches and great religions.
The inspirational themes of the conference were: compassion, respect, love, inspiration,
equilibrium and joy. Pope Francis affirmed:

“Sports is a highly valuable human activity able to enrich the lives of people, and which
men and women of every nation, ethnic group and religious belief can enjoy. The Olympic
motto, “altius, citius, fortius,” is an invitation to develop the talents God has given us. It is
important that all have the chance to participate in sports activities, and I am glad that in
these days, the core of what you will focus on in this meeting also includes the commitment to ensure that sports becomes ever more inclusive, and that its benefits be really
accessible to all.”
In referring particularly to the growing number on the peripheries, the Pope also
warned about indifference: “We all see the enthusiasm of children playing with a
punctured ball or one made of rags in the outskirts of some big cities or in the alleys of
small towns. I would like to encourage everyone: institutions, sports societies, educational and social groups, and religious communities to work together so that these children,
especially those who are excluded due to poverty, can practice sports in dignified
conditions.”
The Pope concluded with a precise challenge: “Maintain the genuineness of sports,
and protect it from manipulations and commercial exploitation. It would be sad for sports
and humanity, if the people would no longer be able to believe in the authenticity of
sportive results, or if due to cynicism and disappointment, these sensations were to
prevail over enthusiasm, and joyful, unselfish participation. In Sports as in life, it is
important to fight for the result, but also to play well, and more importantly with loyalty!”

Nativity
DEEP PEACE of the shining
stars to you
DEEP PEACE of the quiet
earth to you
DEEP PEACE of the Son of
Peace to you
this Christmas and all through
the New Year.
Nativity Scene—Vale d’Aosta (Timeline Photos)
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At the
conclusion, the
athletes present
solemnly affixed
their signatures
to symbolise
their
commitment “to
becoming game
changers,” to
form and
promote a
global network
in the conviction
that sports can
change the
world.
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Who is Nano?
It was very clear from the first moment I heard about Nano Nagle that she was not just held in
esteem as an historic ‘venerable’ figure who did good works but that she is someone very
much alive who continues to inspire the human, spiritual and emotional life of all her ‘Sisters’,
Friends of Nano and Associates, co-workers and students, as well as all who come into
contact with actions, projects, activities and community initiatives ‘on the ground’ that form an
integral part of the practical expression of who Presentation are in today’s world. So much so
in fact, that from the outset I was tempted to ask the question ‘But who is Nano Nagle?’
rather than ‘Who was she? The continuation of the expression of her charism is through the
life and ministry of Presentation which is very much embedded in the world of today, in the
more likely and unlikely places, but more often than not in those ‘hot spots’ and places of
abject human suffering of every possible kind where often we ourselves would rather not go,
even in our heads!
If you wish to contribute to this ’slot’ or to share material for articles, ideas for
features, photographs or comment to help make this magazine the best it can be,
please send to Margaret@presprone.com or by mail to: Margaret Agnew, Acorn
Centre, Warrenmount, Blackpitts, Dublin 8. D08 W2 X8. I look forward to
hearing from you.

Apple Crumble
Crumble has to be one of the easiest desserts to prepare using whatever fruit is in season. You can vary the
ingredients for the crumble mix itself, wholemeal flour and nuts, jumbo oats etc., as they really give the dessert
a crunchy, nutty texture. Use cream, custard or ice-cream to serve!
For the crumble:
150g plain flour
150g jumbo oat flakes
175g light brown Sugar
200g cold butter, cut into pieces
Single Cream, to serve

For the filling:
600g apple, cut into
chunks
1 tbsp plain flour
60g brown sugar
Cinnamon optional

Preheat the oven to 190°C/375°F/Gas Mark 5. Place the flour, oat flakes, brown sugar and butter in a large
bowl. Using your fingertips, rub all the ingredients together until it resembles chunky breadcrumbs. In a large
baking tin, toss the apples with the flour, sugar and lemon juice until combined. Add the crumble mix on top of
the filling and spread over the top until everything is evenly covered. Bake in the oven for 35–40 minutes or
until the crumble topping is golden brown and the fruit is soft and bubbling beneath. Serve in generous portions with a drizzle of fresh cream. (Serves: 4) (60 mins to prepare and bake).
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IN PREPARATION FOR THE TERCENTENARY
OF THE BIRTH OF NANO NAGLE IN 2018
A. Three day Reflective Workshop

Religious Life: A School for Mystics & Prophets
beginning 6.00 pm Sunday, 4 June to 4.00 pm on Wednesday 7 June.
Thursday, 8 June: Day of Quiet
B. Friday 9 June: Open Day Seminar for all Religious:
10.30 - 3.30 pm:

Religious Life in a Time of Change

C. Friday 9 June Book Launch of Collection of Essays entitled:
4.00 pm:

Nano Nagle: An Evolving Charism

A O’Leary pbvm / M O’Brien pbvm /B. Flanagan pbvm (Editors)
Amy Hereford is a Sister of St. Joseph
of Carondelet from St. Louis. USA. She
works as an attorney and canonist,
consulting with many religious institutes
on a wide variety of legal matters. She
has been in religious life for 25 years,
part of a minority cohort of post-Vatican
II women religious. She has graduate
degrees in spirituality, communication,
and civil and canon law. Reviews have
described her work as:
“Fresh and provocative."—
Patricia Wittberg, SC
"Her view of the future is offered through
defining characteristics that will be hallmarks of religious life in the 21st century."--Marlene Weisenbeck, FSPA
2014 CATHOLIC PRESS BOOK
AWARD WINNER
Further information regarding Bookings / Fees for Reflective Workshop /
Public Seminar / Book Launch Contact:
Mount St. Anne’s, Retreat and Conference Centre, Killenard, Portarlington,
Co. Laois. Telephone: +353 (0)57 8626153 E-Mail: msannes@eircom.net

Want to know more?
If you have read this magazine and have enjoyed it or have comments or ideas to share that would
help make it better — please let us know, as the ‘little shoots’ are all ready and determined to
grow? Also feel free to pass your copy on to someone else who may not yet be familiar with the
‘world of Presentation’.
As a new reader—if this is your first contact with Presentation North East Province or if you just
want to know more, please contact us at any of the links given below or throughout the magazine
or visit our website, follow us on Facebook or Twitter or make contact with someone directly at
local level.

We are not hard to find 

presentation north east
province
We are a community of women rooted in stillness and contemplation committed to developing caring and meaningful
relationships in education, community outreach, charity and
international missions. We are committed to living sustainably
and we promote justice, peace and equality.

Acorn Centre
Warrenmount
Blackpitts
Dublin 8.

We live out the vision of Nano Nagle, the distinguished Irish
woman who started our congregation, by responding creatively
to ever changing social challenges. Our daily work
involves creating innovative responses to unmet
needs, participating in diverse educational services and making
a difference in many small ways to people’s lives especially the
poor and marginalised.

We are an international group of Sisters who aim to be mystics and
prophets in today’s world.

T: 01 416 6010 F: 01 416 5787 E-mail: secretary@presprone.com Website: www.presentationsistersne.com

Bachlóga contact & production details
If you wish to contribute articles, ideas for features, photographs or comment to help make this magazine the best it
can be, please send to Margaret@presprone.com or by mail to: Margaret Agnew, Acorn Centre, Warrenmount,
Blackpitts, Dublin 8. D08 W2 X8. We look forward to hearing from you.
Editorial Team: Bernadette Joyce, Yvonne Jennings, Margaret Mary Healy, Anne Codd.
Contributors to this issue: Margarita Ryan, Ann Marie Quinn, Elizabeth Maxwell, Lillie O’Reilly, Miriam Healy, Trinita Laffan, Anne
Codd, Margaret Agnew

